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ProblemB 1 on the 2002 Putnamcompetition[1] readsas follows:
PUTNAMPROBLEM
(PP): ShanilleO'Keal shoots free throwson a basketball
court.She hits the first,missesthe second,andthereafterthe probabilitythatshe
hits the next shot is equalto the proportionof the shots she has hit so far.What
is the probabilitythatshe hits exactly50 out of herfirst100 shots?
The answeris 1/99, as the readermay enjoy showing.Indeed,the probabilitythat
Shanillehits k of her next 98 shots is 1/99 for all k with 0 < k < 98; we will prove
this lateras a corollaryto a moregeneralresult.
The fact thatthe numberof laterhits is uniformlydistributedon {0, 1, ..., 981may
seem unexpected,but it reflectsthe fact thatthe startingconditions-one hit andone
miss-convey verylittleinformation.In Bayesianjargon,as we will see, these starting
not becausethey convey no information
conditionswould be called noninformative,
whateverbutbecausetheylead to a uniformdistributionon the outcomespace.
Let's generalizethe problemslightly.SupposeShanillebegins with a hits and b
misses, and then takes n additionalshots. We will considertwo associatedrandom
variables:
S, := the numberof successesamongn attempts;

n0:=

Sn+a

a+b+n
We can think of On as an "updatedbelief" in Shanille'sshooting ability based on
all accumulateddata.In the Putnamproblem(PP) we have a = b = 1 and we seek
P(S98 = 49), the probabilityof exactly49 hits amongthe next98 shots.(Wewill write
P(X = k) for the probabilitythatthe discreterandomvariableX has valuek.)
PROBLEM
PUTNAM
GENERALIZED
(GPP): Shanilleshootsfree throws.To beb
misses
a
and
shots;thereafter,she hits with probabilityequalto
gin, she hits
the proportionof hits so far.Determinethe probabilitydistributionof Sn.Equivalently,describethe distributionof On.
As noted above,

Sn

is uniformly distributed on {0, 1, ..., n} for a = b = 1. We will

soon see thatS, is not uniformlydistributedfor anyotherchoiceof a andb.
TheGPPis aprobabilityproblem-at eachstagethe successprobability0 is fixedbutits ingredientssuggestthe Bayesianapproachto statistics:
* an initialbelief (a prior distribution,in Bayesianjargon)aboutShanille'sshooting
accuracy: 0 = a/(a + b) = hits/(hits + misses);

* data:the outcomeof one or moreshots;
* an updated(posterior)belief, basedon the data,aboutShanille'saccuracy.
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After solving the GPP we will proposeand solve a Bayesianvariantof the basketball problem,in which the GPPcan be seen as "embedded."
En route,we introduce
in
TheBayesian
Bayesianstatisticsin generalandthe beta-binomialmodel particular.
perspectivecanhelp explainsome surprisesin the GPP'ssolution.

Bayesianstatistics:a primer
To put what follows in context,we note some differencesbetweenprobabilityand
statistics.Bothdisciplinesdeal withparameters(suchas 0, the successprobabilityin
some experiment)and data or randomvariables(such as Sn in the GPP).A probabilist usuallytakesparametersas known,andstudiespropertiesof the dataor random
variables,suchas theirdistributionandexpectedvalues.Statisticiansstudythe inverse
problem:Beginningfromdata,theytryto describeparameters.
The differencebetweenthe Bayesianstatisticianandthe (morecommon)Frequentist statisticiancentersmainlyon how each views the roles of parametersanddata.A
Frequentistviewsparametersasfixed butunknownquantities,andthe dataas random.
areobtained
Inferences,suchas thoseconcerningconfidenceintervalsfor parameters,
throughthoughtexperimentsstartingwith "Imagineall possibledataproducedby the
often ... ."
or "Ifwe sampledarbitrarily
parameter"
Consider,for instance,a Frequentistmethod,the one-samplet-test for estimating
a populationmean0. SupposethatX1, X2, ...., Xn is an independent,identicallydisThe distributionof the
tributedsequenceof randomvariablesandlet X = 1
,1 Xi.
but
are
suchas thatthe distrinot
known
some
be
made,
Xi may
exactly,
assumptions
normalandthatthe Xi havefinitemeanandvariance.
butionis approximately
Given specificdataxl, x2, ..., x, andtheirsamplemeani, one obtainsa specific
95% confidenceinterval(i - m, i + m), withX a point estimatefor 0. (The value
m is the marginof errorandis determinedfromthe variabilityobservedin the data.)
Notice that,from the Frequentistperspective,95% is not the probabilitythat0 lies
in the calculatedinterval.On the contrary,0 is fixed while the confidenceintervalis
random.The 95%probabilityconcerns"coverage":If one samplesoften, each time
calculatinga confidenceinterval,thenabout95%of theseintervalswill contain0.
A Bayesian,by contrast,sees the data as fixed, but expressesbelief abouta parameter0 as a probabilitydistribution-subjectto changeas additionaldataarise.A
Bayesianwouldconcedethatin some simplecases 0 has a "true"value.If, say, 0 is
a coin's probabilityof landing"heads,"then (accordingto the law of largenumbers)
0 by flippingthe coin manytimes.But in less repeatablecases,
one couldapproximate
such as whetherit will raintomorrow,a Bayesianwouldrathermodel our belief (or
uncertainty)aboutthis likelihood.
Consider,for instance,how a Bayesianmakesan inferenceabouta populationparameter,0, containedin a parameterspaceQ2.The Bayesianstartswith a priordistributionnr(0),whichexpressesan initialbelief aboutthe relativelikelihoodof possible
values of 0. The data X = X1, X2,..., X, and their joint distribution f(X = x I 0)
areknown.To obtainthe distributionof 0 conditionedon X (calledtheposteriordistributionanddenotedby f (0 I X = x)), a BayesianinvokesBayes'srule:
(1)

f
where02is the parameterspacefor 0. (Theintegralis a sum if 0 is a discreterandom
variable.)In simplecases (1) can be evaluatedin closed form;othercases requirenumericalmethods,such as MarkovChainMonteCarlo(MCMC)techniques.A variety
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of sourcesdiscussBayesianmethodsin general[3, 4, 5, 6] andMCMCtechniquesin
particular[2, 4, 5].
Knowledgeof f(0 I X = x) amounts,from a statisticalperspective,to knowing
about0. Forexample,a Bayesianmightuse theexpectationE(0 I X = x)
"everything"
as a pointestimateof 0. A 95%confidenceintervalfor 0 couldbe anyinterval(01,02)
for which

f

f ( 1X = x) dO= 0.95.

(2)

Among all such intervals,one might choose the one symmetricaboutthe expected
value E(0 I X = x), or, alternatively,the narrowestintervalfor which (2) holds. In
any event, (2) expressesthe Bayesian'sbelief that 0 lies in the confidenceinterval
with 95%probability.Thus,BayesiansandFrequentistsagreethata 95%confidence
intervaldependson the data,buta Bayesianexpressesthe dependenceexplicitly,using
the posteriordistribution.
Bayesians v. Frequentists Wheredo BayesiansandFrequentistsdisagree?Following is a somewhatcaricatureddiscussion;in practice,manystatisticiansadoptaspects
of bothapproaches.
Frequentistssee the Bayesian notion of a prior distributionas too subjective.
BayesianscounterthatFrequentistsmakeequallysubjectiveassumptions,suchas that
a given distributionis normal.Frequentistsclaim thatBayesianscan, by choosinga
suitableprior,obtainanydesiredresult.Not so, Bayesiansreply:Sufficientdataalways
"overwhelmthe prior";besides,ill-chosenpriorsare soon revealedas such.Frequentists appreciatethe computationaltractabilityof their methods,and see Bayesian
posteriordistributionsas unduly complex. Not any more, say Bayesians-modern
computersandalgorithmsmakeposteriordistributionsentirelymanageable.

Bayesianinferencethe beta-binomialway
We illustrateBayesianinferenceusingthe beta-binomialmodel(whichwe applylater
basketballproblem).SupposeX is a Bernoullirandomvariable
to a Bayesian-flavored
with values0 or 1 andP(X = 1) = 0; we writethis as X - Bernoulli(0).Forfixedn,
let X1, X2, ... , Xn be independentBernoullirandomvariablesandset Y = X1 + X2 +
+
Xn. Then Y is the numberof successes (is) in n Bernoullitrials, a Binomial
random variable, and we write Y

~-

Binomial(n, 0).

As a priordistributionon 0 Bayesiansoften choose a Beta(a, b) distributionon
positivea andb, andhas density
[0, 1]. This distributionis definedfor arbitrary

fa,b(O)

we write 0 ~ Beta(a, b). (The gammafunction is defined for x > 0 by

F
Among its familiar properties are F(x) = (x - 1) F (x - 1) and F (1) = 1. In particular,(n) = (n - 1)! for positive integers n. It is an interesting exercise to show directly
that fo fa,b (0) dO = 1.)
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FIGURE1 showsBeta(a, b) densitiesfa,b(O)for severalchoices of a andb. Notice
calculations
how the parameters
controlthe shapeof the distribution.Straightforward
~
0
for
the
and
variance
Beta(a, b):
give expectation
a

=

(3)
ab
Theseformulassuggestthata andb canbe thoughtof as imaginedpriorhitsandmisses
amongn = a + b attempts.Indeed,supposethata, b areactualhits andmisses from
a Binomial(a+ b, 0) distribution.Thenthe Frequentist's(unbiased)estimateof 0,
E()

a+b'

a
is preciselytheBayesian'sexpectedvalueof 0. Similarly,

a
which is (a + b + 1)/(a + b) times the Bayesian's Var(0).
a=7,b=2
3
2.5

a=2,b=5

a=3,b=3

2
1.5
1
0.5

0
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0.2

0.6

0.8

1

0
Figure1

Plots of fa,b(O)for differentvalues of a, b

Notice also thatone can arrangeany positivemeanandvarianceby choosinga and
b judiciouslyin (3). For example,settinga = 7 and b = 2 in (3) reflectsBayesian
belief in a mean near 7/9; see FIGURE1. Setting a = b = 1 produces the uniform

distributionon [0, 1], knownhereas the noninformative
prior becauseit reflectslittle
or no priorbelief about0.
in the
The followingwell-knownresultlinksthe betaandthebinomialdistributions
Bayesiansetting.
PROPOSITION
1. Supposethat 0 - Beta(a, b) and X - Binomial(n,0), so the
prior distributionhas densityfunction
F(a)r(b)
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P(X
Then0 has posteriordistributionBeta(a + k, b + n - k). Thatis,

f (01 X = k) = f 1'(a + b + n) - a+k-(1
(a + k)l'(b + n k)
Note Proposition1 andequation(3) imply thatthe posteriorexpectationE(0) satisfies
a+b+n
Thus,E(0) is a convexcombinationof the priormeana/(a + b) andthe samplemean
k/n; the Bayesian methodfavorsthe priorfor small samplesbut tends towardthe
Frequentistfigureas the samplesize increases.
Proof Bayes'srule(1) gives

f
Cancelingcommonfactorsandcollectingpowersof 0 and (1 - 0) gives
f (0 1X = k) = C Oa+k-(1 _ O)b+n-k-1
for some constant C. Since f(0 X = k) is a probabilitydensity, it must be
U
Beta(a + k, b + n - k).
The beta-binomialmodel'smainingredientsresemblethoseof the GPP:
* a priordistribution:
0 Beta(a, b), withE(0) = a/(a + b);
* data:X -- Binomial(n,0);
* a posteriordistribution:
0 - Beta(a + k, b + n - k) with
Epost(0)

a=

a+k
a+b+n

The analogycontinues.Forthe GPP,the initialsuccessprobabilityhas the fixedvalue
0o = a/(a + b); for the beta-binomial,Oois random,but E(00) = a/(a + b). After
n shots with k successes,the GPPgives On= (a + k)/(a + b + n), which is also the
expectedvalueof Onaftera beta-binomialupdate.A similarthemewill be seen in what
follows.
Repeated updates Repeated beta-binomial updates turn out to be equivalent to a
single beta-binomial update. More precisely, let nl and n2 be positive integers and a
and b fixed positive numbers, with 0 ~ Beta(a, b) and kl -' Binomial(n1, 0). Updating 0 once gives 0 - Beta(a + kl, b + nl - kl). If k2 ~ Binomial(n2, 81), then updating 0 again gives
0

~ Beta +
(a (kl + k2), b + (nl + n2) - (kl + k2)),

which shows that 0 can be obtained from one beta-binomial update with kl + k2 successes in nl + n2 trials. This result plays well with Bayesian philosophy: The data
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andthe model-not an arbitrarysubdivisioninto two parts--determineourposterior
belief.
If n = 1, the binomialrandomvariablereducesto the Bernoullicase; the result
mightbe called a beta-Bernoullimodel.The precedingobservationimplies thatupdatinga Beta(a, b) priordistributionwith a sequenceof beta-Bernoulliupdatesis
equivalentto a singlebeta-binomialupdate.
Bayesian prediction Ourgoal so far has been to combinea priordistributionwith
datato predictfuturevalues of a parameter0. A naturalnext step is to use our new
knowledgeof 0 to predictfuturevaluesof the randomvariableX. If 0 were fixedwe
wouldobtainthe traditionalbinomialdistribution:

P(X

Because our 0 is random,we averageover all values of 0, weightedby its posterior
density.Not surprisingly,the randomnessof 0 leads to greatervariabilityin X. With
0 - Beta(a, b), we have

(4)
k)
This resultis calledthe marginaldistributionof X, or, in Bayesianparlance,thepredictiveposteriordistribution.
The distribution(4), knownas the diffusebinomial,is close kin to the ordinarybi2 suggestshow:Bothdistributionshavethe samegeneral
nomialdistribution.FIGURE

0.10-

Binomial

0.080.060.04Diffuse Binomial

0.020.00-

20
Figure2
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Distributionsof P(X = k) for the diffuse binomial with n = 60, a = 25, b = 10;

andforBinomial(60,
0) with0 = 25/35
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shape but the diffuse versionhas larger"tails."Equation(4) has more thanpassing
interest-it will reappearwhenwe solve the GPP.
Like the updatingprocess,the predictiveposteriordistributiondoes not dependon
a partitioningof n. To see this, supposethat01 - Beta(a, b), X1 - Binomial(n1,01),
02 ~ Beta(a + kl, b + nl - X1), andX2 ~ Binomial(n2, 02).
If X = X1 + X2, n = n1 + n2, andk = kl + k2,thenwe have

kl=0

Substituting(4) in bothfactorsabovegives P(X = k) =

r-(a)F(b)
Thus, an imaginedpartitioningof the attemptsdoes not-and to a Bayesianshould
not-change the predictedoutcome.
No free lunch One might also ask aboutthe marginalposteriordistributionof 0,
found by averagingover all possible outcomesof X. To a Bayesianthis exerciseis
fruitless:Imaginingall possibleoutcomesshouldnot changethe initialbelief about0.
The following calculationexplainsthis for 0 a continuousand X a discreterandom
variable.(The same resultholds for any combinationof discreteandcontinuousrandom variables.)
Considera continuousrandomvariable0, with priordensity r(0) andvaluesin 2,
and suppose that a discrete random variable X, with values x in a set S, has conditional
density P(X = x I 0). Then, for each x, the conditional posterior distributionfor 0 has
density

fS

Now we can findthe marginalposteriordistribution:
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xES
Thatthe priorandthe marginalposteriordistributionsfor 0 are identicalillustratesa
Bayesian"nofreelunch"principle:Real data,not thoughtexperiments,areneededto
updatea priordistribution.
Bayesian basketball Yet againthe tirelessShanilleshootsfree throwsandwe seek
to modelourbelief abouther successprobability0. As cautiousBayesianswe choose
for 0 the "noninformative
prior"-the uniformdistributionon [0, 1]. Lackingfurther
information,we see everysubintervalof [0, 1] of widthA0 as equallylikelyto contain
the "true"0. A moreinformedBayesianfan mightchoose an informativeprior,say,
3 showsbothchoices.
Beta(4,4). FIGURE
2

1.5
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0.5

0'
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0.8

1

0

and Beta(4,4) priorsfor0, Shanille's
Figure3 TheBeta(1,1) (uniform,noninformative)
success probability

Here,unlikein the GPP,we neverknowShanille'sexactsuccessprobability.(If we
knew0 exactlywe wouldn'tbotherto estimateit!) If Shanilleshootsn freethrowsand
hits k, then,usingthe beta-binomialmodelandinvokingProposition1, we obtainthe
followingposteriordistributionsfor 0:
= k+l
for priorBeta(l, 1): Beta(1+ k, 1 + n - k), with
+
Epost(O) n+2
k
+
k+4
for priorBeta(4,4): Beta(4+ k, 4 + n - k), withEpost(0)=
n+8
In eachcase a 95%confidenceinterval(u, v) for 0 canbe obtainedby finding(perhaps
numerically)anynumbersu andv for which
F(k
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The followingtablecomparesthe Frequentist(in this case binomial)andtwo different
Bayesianpointestimatesandsymmetric95%confidenceintervalsfor0 usingdifferent
valuesfor n andk.
and Bayesianestimatesfor0
TABLE
1: Frequentist
width
Pointestimate 95%confidence Interval
Model
(k,n)
.857
(.125,.982)
2/3 ; .667
(2, 3)
Frequentist
.287
.667
(.509,.796)
(30,45)
30/45x
.201
.667
.760)
(.559,
(60,90)
60/90,
.729
(.235,.964)
(2, 3)
3/5 = .600
Bayesian,a = 1, b = 1
.266
.660
(.527,.793)
(30,45)
31/47,
.191
.663
(.567,.759)
(60,90)
61/82 x
.550
(.270,.820)
(2, 3)
6/11 m.545
Bayesian,a = 4, b = 4
.254
(.514,.769)
(30,45)
34/54 x .642
.187
(.560,.747)
(60,90)
64/98 x .653
Observe:
* The Frequentistpoint estimatefor 0 is always 2/3, the sampleproportionof successes. Bayesianpointestimates,by contrast,are weightedaveragesof the sample
proportionsandthe priormean, 1/2.
* For fixed k and n, widthsof 95% confidenceintervalsdecreaseas we move from
the Frequentistthroughthe noninformativeBayesianto the informativeBayesian
perspective.
* The Frequentistand Bayesianestimatescome togetheras n increases."Dataoverwhelmthe prior,"a Bayesianmightsay.
* For the informativepriorBeta(4,4), FIGURE
4 showsthe densitiesfor 0 becoming
narrowerandmovingtowardthe samplemeanas n increases.
n = 90

8

6

n = 45

4
n= 3
2
prior

0

0. 2

0.6

0.4

0.8

1

0

Figure4 An informativeprior(Beta(4,4), dashed) and several posteriordensities for 0
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Solvingthe GPP
Leaving(for now) the realmof statistics,we now returnto probabilityandthe GPP.
We assertedabovewithoutproofthatin the originalPP (witha = b = 1), the random
variableSn is uniformlydistributed:
1

P(Sn= k) =-

for k = 0, 1, ..., n.
n+l
Insteadof provingthis directly,we calculateP(Sn = k) for arbitrarypositiveintegers
a and b. This takes a little work, but as a small rewardwe see the beta-binomial
predictiveposteriordistribution(4) cropup again.We see, too, that(5) reducesto the
uniformdistributionif, butonly if, a = b = 1.
PROPOSITION
2. Withnotation as in the

we have

GPP,
(5)

\k)

Proof Thereare (n)ways to achievek successesin n attempts.Thekey observation
is thatall sequencesof k successesandn - k failuresareequallyprobable.Tosee why,
consideranypointat whichs successesand f failureshaveoccurred.The probability
of a success followedby a failureis thus
s
s+f

f

s+f+1'

while the probabilityof a failurefollowedby a successis

f

s

s+f

s+f+1

Because these two quantitiesare equal we can rearrangeany sequenceof successes
and failures so that (say) all k successes come first. The probabilityof this special
is
arrangement
a(a + 1) ... (a + k -1) b(b + 1) ... (b + n - k -1)
(a + b)(a + b + 1) ... (a + b + n - 1)
17(a+ b) ['(a + k)['(b + n - k)
['(a + b + n)
1 (a)[ (b)
wherethe equalityfollows by rewritingtherightside in termsof factorials.Finally,the
probabilityof anyk successesamongn attemptsis (n)timesthe precedingquantity.
Back to the Beta Now we can startto explainwhy formulas(4) and(5) areidentical.
FIGURE5 showsprobabilitydistributionsof 0100(Shanille'ssuccessrateon her 100th
shot)for severalchoicesof a andb.
The plots in FIGURE5 closely resemblethe correspondingbeta densityfunctions
fa,b in FIGURE1; they differmainlyby a verticalscale factorof a + b + n. We can
describethis graphicalsimilarityin probabilisticlanguage.Let I be any intervalcontainedin [0, 1] and0 Beta(a, b). We will showthat
~-
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a=3,b=3
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0
Figure5
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for differentvalues of a and b; compare to FIGURE
1
Density for plots of 100oo
IP(OnE I) - P(0 E I)- = O(1/n),

(6)

which means that if we startwith a hits and b misses, then for large n the discrete
probabilitydistributionfor 0n is approximated
by the continuousBeta(a, b) distribution.
To proveequation(6) is a routinebutslightlymessy exercisein O-arithmetic.First,
let
tn,k

=

a+k

and Pn,k = P(0n = tn,k)

a+b+n

for k = 0, 1, 2, ...., n. Equation (6) will follow if we show that
fa,b(tn,k)= (a + b + n)

Pn,k

(7)

+ 0(1/n)

uniformly in k. Because fa,b(tn,k)and Pn,k have the common factor
S'(a + b)

r'(a)r(b)'
to prove(7) it will sufficeto show that

nk

uniformlyin k. Writingout Dn,k in termsof factorialsgives
Dn,k

= (a + b + n)

(a + k - 1)(a + k- 2)... (k + 1) (b + n -k- 1)(b + n - k - 2)... (n - k + 1)
(a + b + n - 1)(a + b + n -2)... (n + 1)
Note thatbothnumeratoranddenominatorhavea + b - 1 factors.Dividingall factors
Dn,k

by N = a + b + n and substituting tn,k = (a + k)/N and 1 -

now gives

tn,k =

(b + n - k)/N
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Dn,k,

as desired.(Theassiduousreaderis invitedto verifythe O-arithmeticin the last step.)
Next we use (7) to prove(6). To begin,write I = [a, 3], fix n, and supposethatI
contains the tn,k ranging from tn,koto tn,kM,where 0 < ko < kM < n. Now the continuity of fa,b on [0, 1] impliesthat

P(O

The last integralcan, in turn,be approximatedby a convenientapproximatingsum
with step size 1/(a + b + n):

no

(The O(1/n) assertionholds becausethe integrandfa,b(t) has boundedfirstderivative.) Now (7) impliesthat
fa,b (tn,k)

a+b+n

= Pn,k +

(1/n2)

for all k, whichin turngives
fa,b(tn,ko) +''"

+ fa,b(tn,kM)

a+b+n
=Pn,ko+

Pn,ko+l

+' .+

=Pn,k0 + Pn,ko+l+' -+

Pn,kM+ M

0 (1/n2) + O(1/n)

Pn,kM+ O(1/n),

and(6) follows.
Great expectations Next we findexpectedvaluesof Sn andOn;perhapssurprisingly,
we cando so withoutrecourseto theirexplicitdistributions,
givenin (2). Firstwe write
= Sn,1 + X,, whereXn is 1 if the nth shothits and0 otherwise.Thenwe have
S,

px

(8)
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Thus,
P(Sn) = P(Sn-1)+ P(Xn) = P(Sn-1) + P(Xn = 1)
P(Sn-1)
Now clearlyE(So) = 0, andit follows by inductionthat
P(Sn) =

na
a+b

for n > 0. The expectedvalueof Onis readilyfound-and seen to be constant:

a+b+n
In particular,(8) showsthat
a
P(Xn = 1) = P(On-1) = a+b

That P(Xn = 1) is constantrecalls the earlierBayesian "no free lunch"result, in
which averagingover all possible outcomesdid not producenew knowledge.Here,
too, Shanille'sinitialsuccessprobability-a/(a + b)-remains unalteredas we imagine futureoutcomes.
Anotherway to thinkof this is to imaginea largenumber,M, of Shanille-clones,
each startingwith a hits and b misses and hence an initial a/(a + b) success probability.Thereafter,each Shanilleupdatesher own probabilityby the GPP rule. At
each stage the distributionof all M Shanilles'successprobabilitiesis as describedin
Proposition2, but the group'saveragesuccessprobabilityremainsat a/(a + b), and
its expectednumberof hits is Ma/(a + b). Aftermanystages,the distributionof the
individualsuccessprobabilitiesstronglyresemblesa Beta(a, b) distribution.
Bayesian basketball Finally,we considerthe BayesianBeta-BinomialBasketball
PutnamProblem(BBBPP):
ShanilleO'Keal,now a convertedBayesian,shootsfree throws.Startingwith a
Beta distribution,at each stageshe drawsa valueof 0 fromthe distributionand,
with successprobability,shootsa basketandthenupdatesherdistributionby the
beta-binomialmethod.Describethe marginaldistributionsof Onand of Sn,her
successprobabilityandtotalnumberof successesaftern shots.
The BBBPP extendsthe GPPin severalsenses. First,the GPPstartingpoints,a hits
and b misses, mirrorthe initial Beta parametersa and b. Second, while the GPP
Shanille is certain of her success probability at each stage, the BBBPP Shanille has
less certainty--but she could always returnto her GPP ways by replacing the random
draw of Onwith its expected value at each stage.
In the BBBPP setting Sn and O, have a new relationship: Sn is still a discrete random
variable, but On is now a continuous random variable that describes Shanille's skill.
Now Sn is conditioned on Ok,for 0 < k < n, and ,Onis conditioned on S,. Each Ok is
obtained by a beta-Bernoulli update of k-1~.
We might seem to have traded the relatively simple discrete GPP, with its single
discrete random variable Sn, for a more complex BBBPP, with two intertwinedrandom
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variables,one discreteand the othercontinuous.The bargainis betterthanit might
seem-propertiesof thebeta-binomialandof theBayesianschemeturnoutto simplify
oursolution.Forinstance,we canreplacethe sequence00,01,... , Onof beta-Bernoulli
updateswith a singlebeta-binomial,startingwith 0oandproducingOn.
The marginaldistributionof Onfollows from the "no free lunch"principle:The
marginalposteriorandthe priordistributionare identical.Thus,for all n, the success
probabilityOnhas marginalposteriordistributionBeta(a, b), andE(0n)= a/(a + b).
In the GPP,by comparison,the distributions
of Onapproximatethe Beta(a, b) distribution for largen, andE(0n)= a/(a + b) for all n.
Consider,in particular,the noninformative
(uniform)Beta(l, 1) priordistribution.
Averagingover all possible outcomesassuresthat, at the nth stage, all values of On
remainequallylikely.ThisbringstheoriginalPP to mind:All valuesOnforthe updated
successprobabilityareequallylikely at each stage.
Now we considerSn. For the GPP the distributionof Sn, found in Proposition2,
is identicalto the predictiveposteriorof a Beta(a, b) prior,shownin (4). The same
resultholds for the BBBPP,butherethe connectionis morenatural.A sequenceof n
Bernoulliupdatesis equivalent,as shownearlier,to a single binomialupdatewith n
trials.The probabilitywe seek, P(S, = k), was foundin (4):
\k)
It follows thatE(Sn) = na/(a + b) for all n, as in the GPP.

Conclusion
Here we end our tour of Shanille'sbasketballadventuresand our detourthrough
Bayesianstatistics.We exploredthe GPP,a problemin probability,by "embedding"
it in a Bayesiancontext.The embeddingamounts,essentially,to replacinga fixed 0
with a randomvariablewith expectation0. Almosteverypropertyof the fixed-0case
is reflectedin a propertyof the variable-0setting.The embeddinghelpedrevealsome
interestingpropertiesof the GPPandlinksto Bayesianprinciples,suchas the "nofree
lunch"property.
Finally,a confession:EventheBBBPPsmacksmoreof probabilitythanof Bayesian
statisticsat its purest.To a fully committedBayesian,what changesover successive
free throwattemptsis not reallyShanille'ssuccessprobability,as the BBBPPimplies.
Shanille'sskill remainsunchangedthroughout-only ourbelief is knowable,andsubject to updating.ForBayesians,it's all aboutbelief.
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